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ADDRESSTOSTUDENTS do hereby present to the students of RUSH DAYACTlVITIES able to announce that this year it has ATHLETIC PROGRAM

Taylor University the following cam
pus, chapel and Dining Hall Rules,
drawn up and approved by the Junior
Class this 27th day of September
INTER-SOCIETY COUNCIL TO ACT
POISE, PURPOSE, PLEASANTNESS nineteen hundred and thirty-three.
AS ELECTION COMMITTEE
ARE REQUIREMENTS OF A
1. The Taylor Hymn or the Taylor

Ballot System Planned

Faculty Wears Robes

GREAT PERSONALITY

song shall be sung in chapel at least
once a week.

THIS SATURDAY

In the solemness of the hour, the
faculty of Taylor University entered
the chapel, arrayed in their royal
robes of learning, as the student body
respectfully arose to its feet. The
occasion was the presentation of the
matriculation address by the Rev John
Rose, of Tipton, an alumnus of Tay
lor. Before speaking, Rev. Rose ac
knowledged his own worth and success
in presenting his mother to his audi
ence.
The subject of matriculation day
was the "building of a great person
ality," in which the speaker said that
a strong personality is far different
from a superiority complex, and that
character is not obtained by short
cuts. In referring to Paul, Daniel and
Moses, he set forth four requisites of
a strong personality.
The first requirement is poise—the
way a man conducts himself in an
emergency. This was the secret of
Paul's success. Calvin Coolidge has
said that there is no right on the part
of any individual to strike against
public safety. Poise is needed in all
circumstances. Secondly, purpose is
necessary. Daniel purposed in his
heart, and this guided him in every
circumstance. Moses purposed to do
the will of God and prayed that it
would be done in the hearts of his
people. Personality and success come
as a result of purpose. Thirdly, a
strong personality will be polished.
This does not deprive one of natural
ness and simplicity; if so, then he is
not polished. Fourthly, pleasantness
is an essential to all personalities.
Such an attribute will cause one to
have a greater faith in loving God
and a fuller sense that He reigns.
Rev. Rose closed his address in ex
emplifying a pattern of life by the
boy Ernest, and the Great Stone Face.
Like he came to resemble the face he
loved, we too, can pattern our lives
after those such as Bishop William
Taylor, and above all, after Jesus
Christ, the Great Pattern of Life, and
thus develop a strong personality.

2. Silence shall be observed after
the second bell and the student body
shall rise to their feet when the Fac
ulty marches up.
3. Faculty members, Seniors and
Junior men only shall enter Chapel
by the North Entrance.
4. In passing from Chapel, the
classes shall pass in the following or
der- Seniors, Juniors, Specials, Sopho
mores and Freshmen. The front
rows shall pass first.
5. All men and men only shall
pass from chapel by the North en
trance, to avoid congestion at the West
stairs.
Rules for Dining Hall
1. The Junior Class shall assume
the responsibility for enforcing the
rules of Etiquette in the Dining Hall.
2. All students are exipected to
read and observe the rules of eti
quette as found printed in the Student
Etiquette booklet.
3. No underclassmen shall assume
the position of host or hostess when
there are upper classmen at the table.
Faculty members, Seniors and Juniors
will be appointed for such positions,
and only in their absence may under
classmen be substituted. If upperContinued on Page 5, Column 4

The inter-society Council, in order
to elevate the standards of the prerush day activities of the two literary
societies, met together and formulat
ed a new plan for conducting Rush
Day. The plan along with other rules
and regulations governing rush day
were accepted by both societies. In
case of failure by any of the student
oody to abide by these recommenda
tions, the matter shall be referred to
a committee composed of two mem
bers of each society and the president
of the Student Council for decision
regarding just penalty.
Under no conditions will it be con
sidered proper to extract any prom
ise of affiliation to either society from
a student. Neither shall any new
student be obligated by a promise
given.
A room designated by the intersociety council shall be set aside as
the Application Room. New students
will make application in secret, one
at a time, and on cards provided joint
ly by the two societies. The cards
after being properly signed shall be
deposited in a secret ballot box. Each
Society shall provide their emblems
and be placed in the application room.
Each new student when making ap
plication shall select one, and only
one emblem, which he may display at
once if he so desires. The polls shall
close promptly at 5 P. M. and appli
cations will then be tabulated by the
inter-society council. Additional rules
will be posted in the application room,
on Rush Day if deemed necessary by
the Council.
Absolute freedom of conversation
regarding the merits of both societies
will be considered proper, but it will
be considered poor sportsmanship for
any member of one society to discredit
the sister society.
A full display of colors by individ
uals is to be permitted except on the
day alloted to one society for special
display. On that day, as a matter of
courtesy to the other society, all prerush day activities including the
wearing of colors is to be abandoned
by the alternate society.
There shall be no Rush Parties by
members of either society.
For any exception of these rules,
the society involved in the exception
must obtain the permission of the
other society in conjunction with the
Student Council before taking action
on the exception.
Interpretation of these rules shall
be entrusted to a committee composed
of two members of each society and
the president of the Student Council.
The rules committee is composed of
Jo B. Gates, Robert Titus, Owen
Shields, Robert Jacobs and Derward
Abbey.

Miss Perry Gives
Inspiring Talks
It has recently been the privilege of

MISSIONARY SOCIETY
SHOWS PACE'S FILMS
The Taylor Missionary Society
under the leadership of Mr. Park And
erson, opened the way last Monday
evening to an outstanding year of mis
sionary endeavor, in presenting one
of Dr. E. J. Pace's films with Profes
sor J. W. Elliot as the lecturer.
The very basis of missions was em
phasized and likewise the purpose of
our missionary society as found in the
words of Jesus, "But ye shall receive
power, after that the Holy Ghost is
come upon you: and ye shall be wit
nesses unto me both in Jerusalem, and
in all Judea, and in Samaria, and unto
the uttermost parts of the earth." This
promise was paralled with the beau
tiful thought, "They have the Presence
who travel the road"—the road of
self forgetfullness and self surrender
that leads to His Kingdom.
Professor Elliott pointed out in an
impressive manner the three elements
of a missionary call, namely, the
Spirits command to go, the promise
of the Spirit's leadership, and the
Sinner's cry.
The graphic portrayal by means of
the slides of these three elements left
lasting vision of the universal need
and our responsibility in giving the
Precious Gospel to a world athirst for
God.
Taylor's Missionary Society is
sponsoring a great program for the
year and is looking forward with faith
and enthusiasm to the coming Mon
day evening services.

the University to hear Miss Mattie E.
Perry, evangelist, teacher, and faith
apostle of the living Christ. The Holy
Spirit honored each of the inspiration
al and heart searching messages of
Miss Perry and souls were born again
in Him. All were amazed by the
speakers accounts of faith and trust
in the Master.
A beautiful message of this child
like and magnificent faith runs
throughout Miss Perrys life. In the
face of seemingly insurmountable dif
ficulties she launched out upon her
college career in a borrowed dress and
hat and literary prayed her way
through Lander College of South
Carolina.
After having been graduated Miss
Perry served in a city mission in
Spartensburg, South Carolina, for
two years.
Experiencing a need for advance
Bible training she entered the Bible
School at Nyack, New York, in No
Dr Shute left us for a trip to Rock
vember, 1895. This period of prepar
River Conference of Northern Illinois.
ation was followed by a rteurn to the
evangelistic fields of the Carolinas and He will be there until October 9. He
of Georgia. While in this work Miss is an active and well-known member
of that conference. Bishop Waldorf
Continued on Page 5, Column 2
presides over the conference.

Prof. Shute Leaves
for Annual Meeting

Witner Is Elected
By Sophomore Class
The Sophomore class meeting was
called by Charles Wiggins. The pres
ident elected last year was Robert Alvard, and since he has not returned to
school his office is filled by Mr. Wit
ner. Rebekan Talbot, niece of Dr.
Wengatz, is the treasurer for this
year's Sophomore class. The classes
of this year have shown exceptional
skill in electing their officers and we
know that the highest degree of co
operation will be prevalent this year
in every point.

been able to hold its own in enroll
ment, for the enrollment is already
practically equal to that of last year.
In this time when even state schools
are fe'eling the result of economic
conditions and a consequent smaller
enrollment, it is a privilege to be able
to operate with such a fine group of
young people here to receive the bene
fits. Of course, Taylor has not yet
reached its goal in number of stu
dents, but as such conditions exist, the
school is pleased that the enrollment
has held up to the mark of last year
The College of Liberal Arts has held
its own in number of registrants and
also has (been strengthened by the ac
quiring of three new professors as
heads of departments, Dr. Tinkle, in
Biology; Dr. Evans, in Chemistry; and
Dr. Oborn, in History.
Never in the history of the school
has there been a stronger Taylor spiri!
on the campus and a general feeling
that this shall be the best year yet in
Taylor's history. A fine Freshman
Class of over seventy men and women
have enrolled and are fast finding
their places in the student life of Tay
lor. They have made themselves at
home in the Spiritual, intellectual and
physical education that the school pro
duces. They have taken their places
in furthering the name of Taylor. The
old students returning have, in an
equal way, gone on pushing to higher
goals for their own lives and for the
advancement of our own school. Sure
ly God has been good to us and many
prayers have been answered.

WEAVER, LEWIS ARE
NAMED BY STUDENTS
In a recent Chapel service, the stu
dent body, under the chairmanship of
Jo. Gates, president of Student Coun
cil, elected members of Gem and Echo
staffs. These elections filled vacan
cies formed by some students failing
to return to school.
Robert Weaver is our new Gem
Editor-in-chief. Ralph Lewis has the
position of Business Manager, of the
Gem, while Charles Cookingham is
their Sports Editor. These men hav
been elected from our group as th<
representation of the best available
for the work.
Edith Lewis and Minerva Gross
were elected as secretaries for the
Echo while Mr. Haines, Miss Crombie
and Miss Lockridge will be the staff
reporters, also taking the place of
positions unfilled. Messrs. Betzol
and McClelland were elected proof
readers. We are confident that these
positions are adequately filled and we
welcome these incomers into this in
teresting work of student publications.

Student Body Is Active
STUDENT COUNCIL CALLS MASS
MEETINGS;

IMPORTANT

CHANGES

MADE

The Literary Societies are no longer
connected with the athletic life of Tay
lor University, but rather with the
Production and development of litcrry Work and activities. The entire
ituation was thoroughly discussed at
mass meeting of all the presidents
f campus organizations, called by the
resident of the Student Council short
ly after school convened this fall. The
organization committee, representing
the Administration, was also present
at all meetings. The first
meeting
resulted in the calling together of a
mass meeting of the entire student
body where possible changes were
discussed and plans presented to the
student body for their consideration.
In the meantime, the Philalethean
nd Thalonian Literary Societies, by
unanimous action, voted to disperse
with athletics, if a more satisfactory
system could be found to carry on in
ter-mural athletics. A plan is soon
to be presented for approval by the
student body. It is understood that
he plan calls for the formation of
our athletic clubs, the members to
be selected by some objective method,
not yet definitely determined, whidi
will permit each of the two men's and
women's clubs to compete on nearly
qual terms with each other.
The "T" Club, under the direction
>f Coach Cornwell, Head of the De
partment of Physical Education, has
been intrusted with the formulation
of the new system, and it is expected
hat it will be ready for adoption very
shortly.
The dropping of athletics by the
two literary societies made is neces
sary that some reorganization take
place in order that the societies might
have a regular meeting time. An
other mass meeting of the student:
body was held and it was decided that
he Debate Clubs and Literary Soieties should meet alternately each
oatur lay night. This plan, it is felt,
will permit the work of the Debate
Continued on Page 5, Column 3

Jacobs Is Speaker
In Morning Chapel

The student body was honored last
week by having as its speaker Dr.
Jacobs of Logansport, president of
the Board of Directors of Taylor Uni
versity. Dr. Jacobs spoke of the dis
covery of the apostle Paul, based up
on the words of God, "My grace is
sufficient for thee."
Truth not applied, said the speaker
is not very meaningful. We come to
n interpretation of Scripture through
some past experience. Paul meant
more in the Kingdom of God with his
The Freshman class met under the horn in the flesh and with God's grace
han without them, for he had discov
chairmanship of Clifford Hoffman,
ered that God's grace was sufficient
newly elected member of the Student for him. There is no circumstance,
Council, to elect their officers. The which one should be satisfied unless
meeting opened with a song and pray •ondition, or handicap of life with
er after which Mr. Hoffman opene' it is in the will of God. Paul's thorn
was in the will of God.
the floor for nominations.
Dr. Jacobs continued to show that
The officers elected are: "Barry" it is easy to believe that God's grace
Hunter, president; Esther Harris, is sufficient in a general way; but to
vice-president; Betty Lee Peck, sec bring those things of faith down into
retary; Jack Miller, treasurer; Rob the realm of human experience is a
ert Yonker, chaplain.
Professor different thing. The crux of the whole
Steucke is the Freshman sponsor. We matter is in the words "for thee," in
congratulate the Freshmen on their believing that God's grace is meant
sponsor and we are sure that they for one's own individual life. God has
will receive fine
leadership through | rovided a spring of secret grace suftheir college years.
cient for each and all.

Freshman Election
Conducted Recently
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Rush Day Thoughts
Rush Day on our campus means much to
every one of us. To the new students it means
the day on which they will join one of the two
literary societies. To the old students it means
a day of excitement, and of meeting new mem
bers of their society. To all it should mean a day
of fellowship and good-will.
In past years, all too often, Rush Day has
meant a day of extreme, and often unwise, cornpetit'on. In many respects it is similar to that
period which just preceedes Christmas, when all
good children try to be even better than usual.
The same is often true of many students who
seems to feel that no matter what they might
t^'nk of a student, that they must be very care
ful to keep their thoughts concealed until after
Rush Day. Of course they realize that they will
have plenty of opportunity, during the remainder
of the year, to even things up for this period of
enforced goodness during pre-rush day weeks.
That conditions were not all that could be de
sired. is evident in the seemingly general dissat
isfaction which was prevalent among the old students. and in the fact that many individuals
were making constructive suggestions for im
provements. Largely as a result of these sug
gestions a new plan was presented and adopted
by the two societies. Tt is to be hoped that the
new method of conducting Rush Day will remove
manv of the disadvantages of the old system,
and yet permit us to retain all that was worthy
and constructive of former years.
The ultimate success of our plan depends
largely upon its trial this year. There may be
difficulties that are not evident at the present
time, but which will be all too prominent when
the nl»n is in actual operation. On the other
hand it m'v prove to be very efficient and suc
cessful. wtu'ch we sincerely hope will be the case,
but regardless of whether it proves to be a suc
cess or a failure let us do our best to make this
the best Rush Day in the history of our school.
Let us all enter into the spirit of the occasion,
but let us not forget to at all times keep our ac
tions within the bounds of good sportsmanship
and courtesy to others.
.
—MIRA BEAU.

Hash!!
In this business of living there is that class
of life that can be well likened to the common
word "hash." These lives take on this form in
that anything which comes along that they think
will help them for the time being, they take it
and throw it into the kettle, figuratively speak
ing, and then attempt to keep the general public
from finding the kind of a "bang-up" life they
are living.
One of the elements that they throw into
the shallow kettle of their life is CRITICISM,
in order to hide some petty belief or deed in their
life, this type of life criticises others, and in gen
eral attempts to do away with all that anyone
else says or does. Their criticisms not only ruin
other lives many times but consequently this
process causes the degrading of the soul of the
individual until it is easy for us to liken the life
to plain, everyday "hash."
Secondly, this type of individual seems to be
an expert in the ability to "BLUFF." He at
tempts to bluff his parents, his friends, the ad
ministration of the school, his professors, and
sometimes it seems that some of this type at
tempt to even bluff the One who watches and
guides us always. Sometimes.the success of such
a person of this type seems to discourage us but
we soon realize that one cannot live up to two

ideals and that the low ideal of "bluffing" far
overshadows the seemingly high ideal of his
successes.
The third element that this life adds to the
now well-filled "kettle of hash" is its selfishness
and its method of dealing with others. It is gen
erally, this fact of selfishness, that we first notice
in this type of life, in all dealings this individual
will always attempt To place himself and his wel
fare first. Others play no part in his game of
life. In his manner of recompense his only
thought is of his own good. He will even "throw"
any sort of decision, large or small, in the way
that will help him or at least "pay back" the
person that has done something that he doesn't
like.
That the "hash" type of life is popular can
not be denied. It is flashy but so many times
suddenly the flash and shine of the life disappear
about as swiftly as beauty of a ten-cent diamond.
Because of its flash it draws many and herein
lies the danger in that many may be drawn awav
from the type of life that is best for all
individuals.
How much better it is for all included that
each one of us should be HARD AT WORK,
STEADFAST, WATCHFUL, UNMOVABLE in
the forming of our lives so that others might not
be able to liken our lives to that common, every
day word, "Hash."

Alumni, this is your column. Please
send any news or anything of interest
to the Alumni Editor. We want to
make this an interesting column for
you. Don't forget.
The younger alumni, the graduates
of 1933 have been active this week.
Several of them have been getting
ready for school or seminary, so have
been very busy. C. Lyle Thomas,
president of the class of '33, was the
first member of the class to send his
gift of ten dollars for membership in
the new William Taylor Foundation.
Lyle has already enrolled in Drew
Seminary. There are only two other
former Taylorites at Drew this year.
Albert Champion, '31, and George
Dixon Greer, a former professor, who
is working toward his Ph. D. this
year.

New York during the school year. A1
confirmed a rumor for us. He was
present at Chillie's wedding, and told
us something about it. Talmage Chilson and Ona Ingerson were married
on August 9th at Westfield, New York.
Chillie is principal of a high school
down in the Kentucky mountains. He
is also the community pastor. Ona is
teaching in the school. Thanks for
the news, Al.
We also get the announcement of
the marriage of Alex Bourguard and
Ruby Jane Shaw on August 12.
Irene Reeder has returned to Haviland, Kansas, where she is teaching
again this year. Beulah Biddle has
been busy in the church work in her
home church at Sheridan. I certainly
appreciate all of this news, and hope
some of you other alumni will let me
in on some of your secrets which you
are not really anxious to keep.
There are still some other weddings
to report. Nathan Tyler, '33, and
Clara Vanderlan were married on
June 25. Esther Draper, *31, and Ev
erett Erwin were married at the home
of the bride in Peterson, Iowa, on
August 6. I believe the very latest
ceremony was on September 13. (They
must be superstitious.) Luther Brokaw, '32, and Edna Musser were mar
ried in Boston. They plan to make
their home there. Luther is in his
second year at the Theological
Seminary.

And speaking of seminaries, Taylor
and the class of '33, are represented
at Boston Theological Seminary this
year by Frederick Vosburg, Roy
Smith, and Earl Winters.
Charles Taylor has enrolled for
post-graduate work at his alma mater,
Taylor University. We are happy to
have him with us this year.
By HUB
Through the kindness of Cleo Skelton we have a copy of the class letter.
The great man is he who in the midst of the crowd It surely does give us some interest
keeps with perfect sweetness the independence of soli ing news. I wish I could write every
word of these interesting letters here
tude.—Self-Reliance.—R. L. Emerson.
for you. I am sure you would enjoy
each one. But as I can not do that
T. U. Prof.: "I'm a lover of mysteries."
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Butterworth,
Second Prof.: "Then you ought to like my wife. this time, I will give you the "high
spots."
students in 1903, stopped in to visit
She's always been a mystery to me."
Rev. and Mrs. Dorr Garrett are the with Dr. Ayres recently.
A very great part of the mischiefs that vex this proud parents of a son, John Julius,
Harold Pailthorpe, '30, a graduate
world arise from words. —Burke.
of Garrett Biblical Seminary this
jborn on June 27th.
Cecelia Learn is assistant pastor spring, has been appointed to the pas
"Speaking of A Century of Progress I know a lotta and director of young peoples work torate at New Lathrop and Juddville,
Chicagoans who thing N. R. A. means "Numerous Rela | in the Methodist Church in Marshall, Michigan.
tives Arriving."—Bill Morrow.
Dr. Charles W. Shilling and his
Michigan. She is enjoying her work
wife and family of Washington, D. C.,
a great deal.
Old song revised for rural radio hookup: "Get out
And next we hear from Seattle, j visited his mother, Mrs. Mary Shill
and plow under."
Washington.
Margaret Wolfe is ] ing, who resides on the campus, dur
studying at the University of Wash ing the first week in September. Dr.
'To be truly happy is a question of how we begin ington, working for her Masters de Shilling has changed his location and
and not of how we end, of what we want and not of gree with her major in English and ! is continuing his research work in
what we have."—R. L. Stevenson.
her minor in Education. Grace Hed- Submarine, Safety, and Salvage in
ley, 33, visited "Margie" this, summer. Washington this year.
"There is a perennial nobleness, and even sacredness
Gilbert Spaude has been having a
The Rev. John Shilling, wife and
in work."—Carlyle.
rather quiet summer in Milwaukee. son, also visited his mother during
He has done some speaking at young that week. Rev. Shilling is returning
"Manners makyth man."—lOrford U. Motto.
peoples conventions and some preach this year for his seventh year at the
ing. A1 Mathias also reports a rather West
End
Methodist
Episcopal
Real cause of war: An excited statesman said too quiet summer in contrast to living in
Church, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
much and was too proud to back down.

HUB-DUBS

There is only one bath tub in France for every 600
persons. But don't worry. France is the home of dry
cleaning.
A normal woman is one who strains her eyes to see
the figure when she observes another woman weighing.

Miss Lucille Jones, of the class of
'33, has been here visiting friends re
About all that is left of some of the much touted cently. James Rhine, of the class of
'32 has also been a recent visitor.
family trees is the saps.
The list of late registrants is com
The reason a dean seems wise in spots is because posed of the following: Fay Gaugh,
a man who does so many things can't be wrong every Frances Scott, William Duckwall, Van
Ness Chaipipell, Ralph Long, Charles
time.
Taylor, Emmie Gayden, Ivan Hodges,
If you expect your reputation to live on, you mustn't William Smith, Harold Thompson,
Thomas Sears, John McCreery, Amy
live on it.
Spaulding Taylor and Ralph Finley.
Dr. and Mrs. Gilbert Ayres and
Why stop to grumble?
children have recently returned to
It won't help you any,
their home in Northampton, Mass.,
Stopping to grumble
after spending several weeks with
Never earned a penny.
relatives and friends on the campus.
"Oh," you say, "Depression!"
Lois Pugh left Thursday for her
Take out D, E, and I—
home in Montour, Idaho. Ruth Ann
Then you have "Press on!"
Soble and Margaret Campbell spent
What's left is "Die."
the week-end at their homes in and
—Lyon.
I near Anderson.
Mr. Olin Yates Shute of New York
City
has been visiting his parents Dr.
In our efforts to modernize religion we have
become so refined and decorous that it is con and Mrs. A. Lincoln Shute for several
sidered strange to pray as if God were listening. days.
Walter Martin is able to be out
It is tragic that the so-called primitive folk
should know how to reach God while our best again after being ill for several days.
people find religion cold.—Rabbi W. F. Rosen- It seems good to see him out again.
The chimney on the house of Dr. W.
blum.
i J. Tinkle was struck by lightning durSoviet Russia cannot remain indefinitely j ing the electrical storm last Tuesday.
communist if the workers elsewhere cannot aid No serious damage was done and it
it, despite the internal strength of Russia.— was soon repaired.
Leon Trotzky.
Russell Christler spent the day on
There aren't any good books today, or any the campus Thursday.
Rev. and Mrs. J. L. Peck and daugh
real art, either, for that matter.—Joseph
ter,
Frances, and Rachel Kempthorn
Hergesheimer.
of Toledo, Ohio, visited with Betty
It is unfair to try to attract youth to college Lee Peck Saturday.
with promises of wealth. Such does not always Mrs. Stuart and Elizabeth spent last
follow.—Dean C- Herbert Smith of DePauw.
Thursday in Muncie, shopping.
Dr. Stuart spent the latter part of
There are a few bad-mannered men who are
successful, but only a few.—Newton D. Baker. fiast week in Buffalo, New York, at-

Taylor Orchestra
Starts Years Work

The Taylor University Orchesti
under the direction of Professor Fen
teimacher began its year with a vei
good rehearsal on last Tuesday ev
ning. The attendance and interei
was very encouraging. It has bee
noted that the section has been mate
ially strengthened. The addition of
bassoon helps to complete the instri
mentation. Besides practice on lighti
numbers work has begun on the Ju]
iter Symphony of Mozart. The o:
chestra is planning a public conce:
which will be given November 10.
Mr. Fenstermacher states that
there are any others who would lil
to join the orchestra they should s<
him at once. If they play an orche;
tral instrument this organization o:
fers them an excellent opportunity f<
musical and cultural development.
Once upon a time isolation mig
have meant fifty miles from a ra
road, but now it means absence of
Some of these organized labor les
ers should realize that their adviso
board and millenium are N(
synonymous.
Instead of rising to announce a s
point program, the drys should
getting ready to attempt a safe thi
point landing.
tending the Genesee Conference.
The Taylor University Male Qua
tette went to Hillisburg, Indiana, Su
day afternoon where they attended
Sunday School Convention.
Miss Agnes Gerken and the Fres
man quartette composed of: Robe
Yunker, Perry Haynes, Alfred Hunt<
and Paul Stephenson assisted in se
vices at Mt. Etna, Sunday.
Fay Gaugh has left school, havii
accepted a position elsewhere.

Philalethean Standard
Philos Welcome You!

Philos Successful
Philos Please
In Literary Field
Audience With
The Philaletheans as a literary so
ciety have accomplished much in the
Fine Production way of literary achievements. We. as
The Philalethean Literary Society
presented its annual program on
Thursday evening, October 5, 1933.
One o fthe features concerning the
production was that the usual place
was discarded and the Philos present
ed the 1933 program from the stage
in Speirs Hall in the Administration
Building.
The entire program centered in a
play of four scenes, "The Coming of
the Dawn," written and directed toy
Lauren York, a Philo, and member of
the Class of '35. Miss Maxine Henton, '35, and Mr. Jo B. Gates, '34,
headed the cast, taking the parts of
Mary Carter and Larry Mannet, re
spectively. The cast also included Mr.
Marvin Schilling, '34, Mr. Herbert
Ayres, '36, Miss Mae Brothers, '35,
Park Anderson, '34, Gertrude Trickett '36, Lorena Porter, '36, Ralph Findlay, 35, Robert Dennis, '34, Louise
Cline, '36, Martha Smith, '35, Robert
Weaver, '35, Mr. Lauren York, '35,
successfully directed the play assisted
by Milton Persons, '35, Stage Mana
ger; Nelson Bastian, '35, Property
Assistant, and Robert Titus, electri
cian.
The plot centered around a cold, un
emotional young man, Larry Mannet,
who had had the misfortune to lose
his wife in an aeroplane accident
while on their honeymoon. Since that
time he had lived alone on his estate
forgetting, as near as possible the
world in general. Mary Carter, a for
mer friend of Larry Mannet, found
him living in such circumstances a.id
attempted to cheer him up by suggest
ing that he read the Bible instead of
Shakespeare.
In the second act a road commis
sioner, attempting to place a road
through Mr. Mannet's estate, acci
dentally met Mary Carter and through
their manipulation attempted to bring
Larry back to his former life, which
was for the interest of both the Com
missioner, Mr. Shilling, and Mary
Carter. The third scene, finds Larry
in his home with Mary telling him of
her planning a surprise party and
bringing all of his old friends out to
sc him. Larry objects strenuously,
but eventually Mary won out and the
party turned out to be a success, with
Larry at the last of the scene feeling
somewhat like he had felt in former
years. In this scene Robert Dennis
sang a delightful number; Martha
Smith played a violin solo; Lorer.a
Porter rendered a piano number; and
Gertrude Trickett read one of Barton
Rees Pogue's poems, (a former Philo.l
Continued on Page Six

Philos Interview Prof.
Barton Rees Pogue
We knocked at "Prof." Pogue's door
with mingled feelings of fear and de
lightful anticipation. We were about
to interview the "Second Hoosier
Poet"! But he soon put us at ease
in his genial way.
"Prof, the Philos would like to have
you quoted in the Standard this year
a successful ex-Philo."
As usual, he demurred for a while,
but finally gave his consent.
"First, we would like to know about
your proposed trip through the west."
"Well, things are rather indefinite
as yet. I am planning to go up
through Illinois, Wisconsin, and then
to North Dakota, where most of my
talks will be made. And, if I can se
cure enough dates, I will travel south
through South Dakota and Kansas.
The last part of my trip is very in
definite, but as far as North Dakota
it is fairly well planned.
"Yes, I will read entirely from my
Continued on Page Six

Philos, have tried to help each indiv
idual in our society to develop his or
her talent in their respective fields.
This year even more attention is to
be given to the individual talents of
each member of our society. More
programs are to be presented, and as
a result there will be more opportu
nities for public appearance. Athlet
ics has been voted out of both organi
zations in order that we may return
to the real spirit of our Literary
societies.
The last two years our society has
been fortunate enough to present, in
competition with the Thalos, in the
Inter-society Literary Contests, our
most gifted members, and, we have
been favored by the decision of the
judges.
As Philos we have put forth our
best efforts to present good and en
tertaining programs. An old friend
of Taylor, and of our Thalonian and
Philalethean societies is Professor
Charles Hansen, of Indianapolis, the
blind organist. For several years Mr.
Hansen has appeared at Taylor in a
public program which was a delight
ful treat to the music lovers of < ir
school.
Last year the Philos presented Pre
ssor Barton Reese Pogue in recital.
Professor Pogue is our "Second Hoo
sier Poet" and was formerly instruct
or of our dramatic department.
Our aim is to have a society where
in all may participate. An organiza
tion in which each one of us will be
helped in our progress by the con
structive criticism of our fellowmemtoers. The Philalethean society
wants to enlarge its literary aspects
this year, and also, we want more than
ever before to increase the number
and tenor of our public programs.

Gem Editor Enjoys
Being Loyal Philo

Philos Win Frays
Before Last Year

Sincere Welcome
Extended to All
People say that "history repeats
itself." Whether or not this is true,
New Taylorites
nevertheless the Philalethean and

President Welcomes All
The Philos extend the right hand
of fellowship to each new student who
is here upon Taylor's campus this
year. We have been here together for
more than three weeks and we are
fast becoming acquainted. We also
wish to extend our compliments to you
for the apparent high quality of your
class.
We regard you, not as mere pros
pective members of our society, but
as true propagators of the Taylor
spirit. We realize that you have al
ready nicely adjusted yourselves to
these new conditions, and as you go
through your school years here at
Taylor we know that you will con
tinue to grow and be instrumental in
boosting those who come in during
the years that follow. We not only
hope that you will learn to love Tay
lor more each day but we are certain
that you will. There is one outstand
ing fact about this Spirit of Taylor
and that is that it becomes more in
tense. We grow so much under its
influence. The reason for this, we be
lieve, is that we are so closely linked
up with the principles of our Lord and
Master, Jesus Christ.
Every member of the Philalethean
Literary Society is anxious to help
you make this one of the greatest
years of your life. We not only want
to help you as members of our own
society but as one of the great Taylor
family. No matter what you may be
as far as society is concerned, we first
want you to become a real Taylorite.
Every student is first a member of
the whole Taylor group and then a
Thalo or a Philo. We love you all
and are anxious to see you go forward
to conquer every obstacle that you
may meet and come out victorious at
the end of your college career.
With banners floating
high you
will always find the Philos sincere
"Lovers of Truth," anxious to see the
class of thirty-seven go over the top
and succeed.
BOB TITUS,
Pres., Philalethean Literary Society.

The basic principles of the Phila
lethean Literary Society correspond
so closely to those of her sister so•iety, the Thalonians, that the two are
me in their aims and ideals. The pur
pose of both organizations is to avail
Taylor students social and literary op
portunities that afford richer develop
ment of the individual. In the liter
ary realm the goal is to find and give
opportunity for developing the talents
of all and not just the select few. The
success of the societies along this line
has been voiced many times by some
The Philalethean Literary Society
of the alumni who credit a portion is proud of those within its number
of their success to the time they had who hold student offices this year.
x chance to do something in their Many of both the major and minor
society.
offices are filled by members of the
So similar are the two societies in society. They also rejoice when they
merit that any argumentative advan see that two members of the school
tage of either can be safely said to staff, Assistant Biology Professor and
have arisen from society patriotism. Head Janitor, are Philos.
So new students, as you compare the
Four of Hie highest student offices:
advantage of each we trust that you editors of the Gem and Echo, presi
will join the one holding the most op dent of the Student Council, and pres
portunities for your individual devel ident of the Senior class are filled by
opment the years that you spend at Robert Weaver, Jo Gates and Mar
Taylor.
vin Schilling, all of whom are Phila
I am proud to salute the blue and letheans. The presidents of three other
white for the Philos have meant a organizations, Holiness League, Vol
great deal to me here at Taylor. Some unteers and Eurekans are also mem
of my happiest moments have come bers of this society.
in society competition, principally in
During the summer months the col
athletics. Now as I look forward to lege was represented by the Taylor
this year, I do not believe the change Male Quartet, three of whom, Robert
of emphasis from athletics to social Dennis, Robert Titus, and Lauren
and literary will affect the good bene York, are Philos.
fits that the society offers.
While Taylor only officially partic
As "Lovers of Truth" we welcome ipates in one inter-collegiate sport,
you to join our blue and white. We debating, it is interesting to note that
are confident that our organization three of the four letter men on the
can contribute something to your so campus are supporters of the blue and
cial life at Taylor and that you can white.
contribute something to our society.
The Philos do not choose to boast
BOB WEAVER, Editor of Gem.'
Continued on Page Six

Philo Men Elected
As Major Officers

Thalonian Literary Societies have had
New students! Old students! An
a very interesting athletic record the
last few years. In fact the progress other big year has opened for our lit
shown is amazing.
erary societies. Let us make this the
Their basketball contests used to be best year ever. The Philos are plan
staged in the basement of Shreiner ning a great program for the year and
Auditorium where the piano practice "hey invite each new student to join
rooms are now situated. The Thalos them in making this program a
were strong in those years centering success.
around 1925. Not only did they de
The Philos extend a hearty welcome
feat the Philos in basketball, but con
and invitation to each and every new
tinued to duplicate their feats in the
student to join the Philalethean So
other sports.
ciety. We want that each should join
In 1928 T. H. Maytag bequeathed the society of their own choice, but
fifty thousand dollars to Taylor that again I say — "New students, the
she might have a gymnasiu mmodern- Philos welcome you!"
ly equipped to care for the physical
Members of the Philalethean Liter
welfare of her students. It also
ary Society:
marked the beginning of the Philale
Anderson, Park
thean "Renascence." They were doom
Ayres, Herbert
ed to defeat that year also, but one
Bastian,
Nelson
of their best athletes fell ill and a
Beckrink, Virginia
stampede was on for the Philos. Dur
Bell, Mollie
ing the years of '28, '29, '30, '31, interBowman,
Reva
society tournaments went to the Phi
Brothers, Mae
los. Then the Thalos turned the
Brown, Winifred
tables again, and left her sister-society
Campbell, Clarence
in a sore plight by winning most of
Case, Mrs. Ida
-he contests.
Case, Lyle
Realizing that something had to be
Chappell, Van Ness
done to improve Taylor athletics in
Cline, Louise
stead of society predominence, the vet
Cormican, Lucy
erans of both groups thought it best
Dennis, Robert
to merge in some way. The fruits of
Drake, Ada
these thoughts has been the organiza
Drake, Oliver
tion of the "T" Club, which is taking
Findley, Ralph
over the athletic program. This allows
Fowler, DeWitt
the Literary Societies to specialize in
Gates, Jo
those fields for which they were first
Goldenbogen, Arthur
intended. As long as Taylor has
Grile, Virgie
launched on a new lap of her journey
Henton, Maxine
—what say, Philos and Thalos, let's
Jacobs, Robert
give our best to the "T" Club in her
Jacobs, Russell
new undertaking.
Jones, Harry
Keith, Karl
Kellar, Margaret
Kendall, Evelyn
Kruschwitz, Verlin
Lewis, Mary
Lovin, Alice
As a true Taylorite I am interested
Manley, George
in every phase of the Spiritual, Edu
Persons, Milton
cational, and Social work that goes on
Porter, Lorena
here on Taylor's fine campus. Thus
Pugh, Miriam
one of my chief interests is in the
Rice, Karl
functioning of the two societies for
Schilling, Marvin
which Taylor is noted throughout her
Shaw, Evelyn
alumni body. At one time in my
Smith, Martha
college life I heard a speaker claim
Stansberry, Lillian
from his platform that at least fifty
Stokes, Kenneth
percent of college education came
Tennant, Wirth
from sources other than books and
Titus, Robert
reading materials. That is to say that
Tooley, Almedia
much of our education comes from our
Trickett, Gertrude
surroundings, our environment, our
Walker, Rowena
associations. I think that without a
Weaver, Robert
doubt that our experiences in the two
Wesche, Pereival
societies here mean much to us in our
Wiggins, Charles
educational development. That the
Wilson, Doris
two are alike in their principles and
York, Lauren
ideals cannot be denied. It is true that
in years to come we shall look back
upon our life here and remember the
years of enjoyment and fine, clean
competition we had in the Thalonian
and Philalethean societies.
A New Year, a New Start, Some
I count it a privilege to be a mem
thing
New, Something Different, that
ber of the Philalethean Literary So
ciety and it is I and not the Society is what the Philos are looking forward
that is indebted for the privilege of to this year. What can we do in lit
this honor. I feel that through the erary and artistic attainment this
work of the society I have gained year ? This is all up to the members
much that shall help me in my life of the society itself. This year can
work in helping to spread the Word of be none other than a year of oppor
God and advance His kingdom. Real tunity and advancement for us. Not
izing that the purposes of the two so that we expect to be the only pebbles
cieties are veary near alike I can only on the beach, but we do want to do
invite you to join with the Philos, for our part in making Taylor a worth
I am convinced that which ever so while place in which to live.
We expect also that there are go
ciety you choose that you shall find
therein much that shall be pleasing ing to be some of the new students
to you. I invite you to be a Philo but who are going to join our ranks and
should you choose the other society, we also expect that you are going to
I also wish for you four of the great contribute greatly to our program.
Some one has asked, "What are we
est years of your life while here at
going to do, now that the athletics
Taylor.

Editor of Echo Is
Member of Society

Future Plans Made
For Philo Society

JO B. GATES, Editor of Echo.

Continued on Page Six

Religion A Necessity
To the Life of the
Literary Society
Eighty-three years ago when the
Thalonian Literary-Society was found
ed, it chose to use the name of Thales,
an outstanding philosopher and scien
tist of ancient Greece. His well known
saying, "Know Thyself," became the
motto of the newly organized society.
Today, scattered far and wide through
out the world are those who "discov
ered" themselves through the channels
of this society. As they entered into
the activities of the organization
they learned to express their religious
impulses in ways hitherto unknown or
impossible through regular church ac
tivity. They learned through experi
ence the meaning of such words as
enthusiasm, Christian rivalry, socia
bility, entertainment, development,
practical training, physical fitness,
mental alertness, and spiritual vigor
They learned to appreciate the great
.composers of music, art, and litera
ture; they found an avenue of selfexpression and fellowship among the
students, and thus they developed
socially and culturally.
Columbus started on an uncharted
voyage. He did not know where he
was going. When he found land, he
did not know where he was. When
he returned home he did not know
where he had Ibeen. So it is with a
great number of students who have
gone through colleges where there is
no semblance of religion in the nonreligious extra-eirricular activities.
They are adrift, without Christian
social and cultural habits, individual
istic; deficient in physical and mental
control; without purpose, plan or
power. Taylor's Literary Societies, by
placing an emphasis upon religion as
a background in extra-curricular ac
tivities has corrected the above con
ditions. So in a word the religious
emphasis dominates Taylor's societies
in the sense that the blood system
gives the rosy tint to the cheek. This
does not mean that other vital points
are ignored. They are unified.
Religion, therefore, is to the liter
ary societies what blood is to the hu
man body—Life! Hence the religious
impulse should be as regular as the
blood-stream, and the lives of the societie's members as consistent as the
heart-beat, so that anyone who might
enter any of it's activities would be
able to feel the inconspicuous, religious
pulse.
Thalo welcomes students with holy
purposes, seeking to know themsleves
and their Creator's plan for their life
—determined to face only the worth
while, the great, and the hard tasks
that life offers.

The Thalo Christmas
Pageant Is Success
For the third time "The Christmas
Pageant of the Holy Grail," by W.
Russell Bowie, was presented in
Shreiner Auditorium on December 13,
1932. The pageant is one which em
phasizes the ideals of Taylor and fills
the need for something deep and
beautiful at the Christmas season.
In general character the pageant is
a pantomine. The story is given by a
reader, while characters from Tenny
son's "Idylls of the King" portray a
beautiful arrangement of the Christ
mas story. A chorus which renders
Christmas songs and carols adds to
the effectiveness as do also the light
ing system and costumes.
Because of the impressiveness of
the entertainment when first given it
was voted by the Thalonian Literary
Society to make the production of the
pageant an annual event.
The interest of the pageant is
spreading and last year the Thalonian
Society was invited to repeat the pro
duction at Grace M. E. Church in
Hartford City. This was done and a
large and appreciative audience tes
tified to the fact that the production
was strong in spiritual strength and
impressive in artistic interpretation.
The Thalos are more than anxious to j
make this years production even more
effective than that of previous years.

We Greet You With

THALONIAN REVIEW
•Mllllllllllllllllll*
Around the World
With the Thalos

A Personal Word
To New Students
From Our Prexy

T

The initial letter, "T", of our
soci; tie's name is., significant of
the fact that we are Thankful.
We are thankful for many things; for
he rich heritage that the Thalonians
f the past have handed down to us;
for the contributions that the Thai >nian Literary Society is making to
our lives; and for the fact that we
The Thalos are looking forward to an vision with confidence and assur
one of the best years in Thalonian his ance a wonderfully progressive year
:'or Thalo.
tory—a year in which there will be
"H" stands for the spirit of
the opportunity to stress the interest
Thalo—we are Happy! Some
that should be found in a literary so
times it has been hard to be
ciety—a year in which there will be happy in defeat, but win or lose, Tha'o
the opportunity for each Thalo to wants to be know as a happy group.
make use of his talents and to in
To 'be successful a society
must be consistent, and recog
crease them- tenfold.
nizing that fact we have made
This year, plans have been made so the letter "A" in our name stand for
that it will |be possible for the society Always. The greatest desire of every
to have two Saturday evenings each true Thalonian is to be always work
month in which to carry on their reg
ing, not only for Thalo, but for Taylor
ular closed meeting sessions. During
and for all the high ideals for which
these meetings the usual type of lit *;he stands.
erary work will be carried on, and
The prophet has said that
also a great deal of work in the line
"without
a vision the people per
of dramatics. Up to this year dra
ish." The "L" in Thalo means
matics has never been stressed in our
literary societies, but this year the looking, and truly every Thalonian
Thalos purpose to make a forward •s looking not only at the present, but
step and to include this work in their also to the future. The more we come
"nto contact with the worthwhileness
regular program for the year.
of the Literary Society, the more we
Each term of this coming year has throw ourselves into its programs be
one or more projects of great inter cause we cannot help but be looking
est and importance to each Thalo. In ahoad and feel what a valuable contri
the fall term the initial and new stu bution the work of the present is going
dent programs will be the main at to be to our lives for the work of the
traction; then in the winter term the future.
traditional Christmas pageant, "The
"0" is the trumpet call of
Holy Grail," will be presented, and
Thalo for it means Onward.
in the spring term the Literary Con
This year we are going onward,
test. This year the program which
putting into practice one of the
has existed in former years will be
greatest programs that has ever been
supplemented by new plans, the aims
Presented by the Thalonian Society.
of which are to arouse more interest
New Students! We invite you to go
in literary work.
onward with us.
A great year is ahead for the Tha
Thalo! Thankful — Happy — Al
los, and there is something of benefit ways — Looking — Onward.
for every member.
THE EDITOR.
ISADORA DEICH,
Chairman of the Board of Censors.

Future Plans Made
By Thalo Society

We are happy to place at the top of
the list of Thalos' Honor Roll Call the
name of Dr. Robert Lee Stuart, Pres
ident of Taylor University. Dr. Stuart
Those of you who are at Taylor for
has been a loyal Thalo down thru the
years and we thank him for the in the first time have now been on the
campus long enough to have made
spiration that he has given to us.
many acquaintances, and to have
Marvin Stuart, A. B., '31, graduate formed a few friendships, some of
student '32, is attending Boston and which may develop into that rare last
also holding a student charge.
ing type of friendship which is one of
Betty Stuart, in keeping with the life's greatest blessings; while others
family tradition, is still a loyal Thalo will soon fade and be replaced by new
and we are glad to have her with us faces. I sincerely hope that during
your short stay here at Taylor, you
on the campus this year.
have come to feel, and to a certain ex
Dr. Ayres is also a Thalo and is an
tent, possess that true Taylor spirit of
other one of our ever growing family
friendliness and fellowship with all.
who has distinguished himself as an
It is this spirit which is the pride of
educator and a Christian leader.
every loyal Taylorite; may it never
We are happy to have Dr. John cease to be evident.
Wengatz, District Superintendent of
No doubt you have become increas
the Malange District, Angola, West ingly aware of another feeling which
Africa, in our midst again this fall, is prevalent among the old students,
and we find that he is still bubbling that which may be termed the society
over with Thalo spirit. Dr. Wengatz feeling, for we are all loyal to our so
is planning shortly to return to his ciety just as you will be to yours. Dur
work in Africa.
ing these days just prior to Rush Day
Miss Marguerite Deyo, A. B., '31, you have formed various impressions
Th. M. '32, has taken up her work in of the two Literary Societies; impres
a mission school in Ancon, Panama. sions which were moulded by the ac
Recent letters that have come from tions and influence of members of
Marguerite have told us that she is both Societies. Perhaps you have
formed friendships with members of
enjoying her work immensely.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard McLaughlin I both Societies; friendships which you
are carrying on their work in Madras, do not want to give up, and so you are
India. Both are Taylor graduates, | undecided and hesitant not knowing
and both members of the staff for the which society to join.
As president of the Thalonian Lit
year 1931-32.
erary Society it is my privilege to wel
A worthy representation of Thalos
come every one of you, first, as a Tay
is located at New York Biblical again.
lorite, and then as a member of some
As far as we are able to gather, the
society, either our own, or our Sister
lists includes, Chilson, Hoover, Rus
Society. We would be glad to have
sell, Clyde Snell, Wallace Deyo, Ches
every one of you as a member of the
ter Smith and Gilbert Spaude.
Thalonian Literary Society, because
Our hearts are glad as we view the we feel certain that you would con
encouraging work of these old Thalos tribute something important to our
and as we continue to get reports society life, but we realize that some
from them we are ever the more de of you will be Thalos and others Phi
termined to overcome every obstacle, los. To those of you who decide to
to push on, and to make our dreams become one of us, we extend our
come true. The Spirit of Thalo!
hearty welcome and sincerely hope
Although intersociety athletics are
that you will find our fellowship con no more, the deeds of the Thalo ath
genial and inspiring. To those who letes in their last year of competition
decide to join our Sister Society we will always be a cherished part f
want to continue as your friends, and Thalonian tradition. From the very
regardless of which Society you be outset it looked, to all loyal Thalos.
The Thalonian Rush Day events come a member, it is our earnest de like a Thalonian year, and time proved
and Pre-rush Week activities have sire that these years at Taylor may that this optimism was correct.
been left to the able care of Mr. Ab be the richest, most fruitful, and hap
Even the most optimistic Philo saw
bey. Mr. Abbey has been working piest years of your life.
no hopes of capturing the Basketball
hard for the last two weeks and as a
OWEN SHIELDS,
trophy, because of the fact that prac
result the Thalos are proud of their
President.
tically
the entire Thalo Championship
Rush Week program and proud of the
Team was returning with the addition
fact that we have something worth
The traditional Thalonian masquer
while to offer to the new students.
ade will be held this year as announ of Miller, an ex-Upland high school
star. This series proved to be as one
As a society we wish to take this ced. All old followers of Thalo know
sided as expected, in spite of the fact
opportunity to express our sincere what a high point of interest the an
that the Philos, who were hopelessly
thanks and appreciation to the Philos nual masquerade of the witches and outslassed, put up a game fight.
the
clowns
has
always
been
and
this
for the wonderful spirit of co-opera
The women s basketball series was
tion and friendship they have shown year is not goinir to be an exception.
The place? No one knows. It's a a thriller, but the steadiness of the
this year.
We are more than anxious that the do well to ask tne Old Witch, but then play of the Thalo girls when they were
new students Will at all times catch dark, dark, secret. Perhaps you would in tight corners won for them three
the spirit of friendliness that exists maybe she won't r.ell either. The best straight games after they had dropped
between our societies. While at times thing to do is to De ready, and when the opening encounter by a close mar
gin.
the signal is given—Let's Go!
competition is very keen and our
spirits run high, yet at no time do
The Philos turned more hopefully
THALO
to baseball, for in this sport they had
we want it to be said that we have
Tell it!
some star men. But again, pitching
sacrificed our high ideal of friendship.
Howl it!
was proved a deciding factor as Miller
Friday is "Thalo Day," Friday eve
Act it!
brought the Orange and Black out
ning the Thalos will present their
Live it!
ahead by holding the Philo sluggers
Thalo Day program. If you enjoyed
Onward!
in
check.
the day and enjoyed the program
give Mr. Abbey a word of thanks and
The track meet was just a case of
in that way he will feel greatly re
too much Stuart and Kidder. Most
warded for the time and effort that
people thought this contest would be
it has cost him to make Thalo day a
close, but it turned into a complete
success.
Thalo victory.

Thalos Take Honors
In Taylor Sports

H
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Thalos Celebrate
83rd Anniversary

Winning the tennis match has be
come a Thalo tradition and last year
was no exception. The men won
; handily, due to superior experience.
: The girls won when the Philos default
ed the deciding singles match.

Eighty-two years ago on the
twenty-second day of November, while
Taylor University was still Fort
Wayne Methodist College, eight young
men established thefirst
literary so'ciety in the school. Into Greek phil
osophy they went, and chose the
name, Thalonian, and the motto,
Know Thyself," from that remarkibb ancient, Thales of Miletus.
The life of the society fared as the
T|n:versity fared, but steadily it grew.,
serving always a worthy purpose in
the lives of its members and in the
school, until finally its success war
ranted the establishment of another
*nd the Philalothean Literary Society
ame into being and has ever proved
r worthy sister society.
It is doubtful if any of those eight
original founders are living at the
present time, but surely their spirit
will live always in the society, and to
!hem we owe deep gratitude for the
rich heritage that is ours in Thalon
ian ideals, traditions and history.
With a wealth of tradition second to
non° save the University itself, and a
nrJble line of Thalos with which we
ore proud to identify ourselves, surely
very Thalo heart is stirred by loyalty
to the past. Yet our greatest concern
s not for the past, but for the present
and the future, and just now, at the
opening of the eighty-third year, it is
fitting that every Thalo take stock of
himself and consider the society in the
light of what heritage may be passed
on to the future.
With the soul-searching motto,
"Know Thyself," and with great ideals
of sportsmanship, fair play, and ser
vice, let us take new determination
that our heritage shall be passed on
undimmed to those who follow.—Re
printed by permission from the Tha
lonian Review '32.

So ended intersociety athletics at
Taylor. But that "clean sweep" of
the Thalos will live long in the memory of every loyal wearer of the
Orange and Black.

The horse, like the bicycle, is said
to be coming back. The old oats burn
er did know how to find his way home
'nstead of going into the ditch or over
an embankment.

Pre-Rush Day Events
Show a Fine Spirit

Our Emblem

Let good cheer abide among us
All ye Thalos here,
Get the gang a-palpitating
With a mighty cheer:
Rah! Rah! Rah!
Never find us having the blues,
Thalo's game to win or lose;
Hail! Hail! the gang's all here,
You can't beat the Thalos now.

Letters T-h-a-l-o
Are Interpreted
By Thalo Editor

Friday, October 6, 1933

Inquiring Reporter
QUESTION: What do you think of
the removal of athletics from the Lit
erary Societies?

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO

Miss Perry
Continued from Page 1, Column 1
Perry was led to open a training
school for those "who had only a life
to give to God." This service was
rendered through faith, for a period
of twenty years at Marion, North Car
olina, during which time Miss Perry
was the mother of twelve hundred
young people who have gone out to
be a blessing unto the uttermost parts
of the world.

Student Gospel Team
Wins Many Souls In
N. Dakota Campaign

PAGE FIVE

Junior Rules
Continued from Page 1, Column 2
classgien are present they are expect
ed to automatically assume these po
sitions.

Dean Howard Gives
Orientation Speech
In Wednesday Chapel

A gospel team of five from Taylor
4. A gentleman shall never assume
Since schooL has-' begun, everyone
went this last summer for evangelis the position of Hostess.
as been busy making adjustments;
I am heartily in favor of forming
tic work in Wisconsin and North Da
5. Chairs shall not be reserved by •n 1 because of this, the "Orientation
athletic clubs to take the 'place of so
Speech" by Dean Howard, in the
kota. This team was composed of turning them up.
ciety athletics. This change will tend
G. The dining Hall be closed be Vednesday chapel service, was parBlaine Bishop, Peter Pascoe, Marvin
to strengthen the societies rather than
tween
meals. The five, .minute bell icularly helpful, -especially to the
Schilling and Wayne and Adeline
impair them for life, for competition
will be the warning to assemble and IOW students. He made clear the
between the two organizations can be
She experienced a nervous- break Allse.
!he doors will be opened at the speci nethods and means of these adjust
used in striving toward the goals for down and was forced to conduct the
ments.
Enroute to North Dakota they stop fled times (7:00, 12:15 and 5:50).
which the literary societies were cre work for ten years from a rolling
We are all confronted with a phy
ped for a three week's meeting with
Miscellaneous Rules
ated; however if the plan is success chair. Finally she had to give up at
sical adjustment or a place of study,
Rev. Brown, of August, Wisconsin,
1. Waste paper such as c-andyful every Taylor student must hack the point of death. The buildings were
and with an intellectual adjustment.
whose son, Frank, is in Taylor this
wrappers and paper bags shall be
the plan with cooperation and enthu burned and once again the Lord call
The latter means not only the selecyear.
placed in containers provided for tha
siasm.—Bob Weaver.
ed "unto the fields white unto har
In North Dakota they were busy in purpose. They must not be thrown ion of a course of study, but also the
vest." However the strain was too
mental attitude of an open mind in
services for nine weeks, having re- on the campus.
Since the Thalonian and Philale- great and Miss Perry was forced to
searching after truth. To gain this
viavls in six different towns during
2. Musical instruments including
thean Literary Societies are literary retire to her home for rest. While
that time. The Lord was wonderfully phonographs and radios shall not be nental attitude, Dean Howard exin origin and since it is the desire of at home she was led to delve into the
present with them and at least 190 played before 7:30 A. M. nor during lained, it is necessary for one to
the students to keep them such, and mysteries of the World, and to formu
souls came forward for conversion study hours. At all times refrain schedule his own work and to develop
if athletics are the real cause for late a correspondence course of Bible
luring the campaigns of the summer. from unnecessary noise in the dor a new method of classroom technique.
them losing their literary interests, I Study. The Harmony of the Bible
It is new in being class discussion and
The young people at these churches mitories
am in favor of athletic clubs in pref was especially emphasized. Miss Per
'oc.ture as opposed to the High School
were organized into gospel team
3 In consideration of others, quiet
erence to Thalo-Philo athletics. But, ry found in her research that all the
groups known as the Christo Centric ness should be maintained in the dor method. The student must learn to
in previous years when the societies books of the New Testament harmon
'ay hold on the words that come from
Collegias (Christ Centered Societies) mitories on Sundays until 9 A. M.
were active in true literary work, were ize with one or more of the Old Tesha professor and develop a new tech
for the purpose of carrying on the
4. Underclassmen shall at all nique of attention.
they not also used as a basis for ath I ament. Each book of the Bible is a
work started in the revivals. Four times give preference to upper class
letic competition? Perhaps they have Revelation, thus proving Genesis to
Dean Howard continued to say that
] enthusiastic groups are at work out men and faculty members when pass
be
the
fountain
spring
of
all
Truth
lost their true purpose as a result of
there in North Dakota now doing gos ing through doorways. A gentleman here are two phases to college life:
having no definite meeting time. and Revelation the climax of all
he accumulation of knowledge in
pel team work, having street meetings always gives preference to a lady.
Having had the privilege of three Truth.
gathering facts, and the more impor
and doing some real Kingdom building
5.
The
speed
limit
for
all
car.
years inter-society athletics in order
"I have searched for views of Christ in their communities and nearlby
tant one of developing a habit of
driven on the campus shall not exceed
to keep our societies literary, then the and embodied the results in an outline
Rudy. This is done by learning the
towns.
twenty miles per hour.'
formation of clubs seem essential.-— study course proving that each book
method of grasping facts, the method
There are also Christo Centric
6. Motorists are expected to ob
Helen Gil-more.
contains a God-given message and
•f reasoning, and by concentrated at
groups at work for the Master in serve a zone of quiet in the vicinity
that the Bible would not be quite
tention upon facts. In applying all
West Collingswood, N. J., Willow of the Administration Building.
he foregoing suggestions, the speaker
The original purpose of the Thalon complete without it."
Branch, Ind., and Wiehita-,- Kansas,
7. Any student passing another
admonished that it is well to use care
ian and Philalethean societies was to
In 1928 Miss Perry made an extend besides the team here at Taylor.
student on the sidewalk asks to be
in the formation of a study habit.
give the members literary training ed tour of the Holy Land serving
One day was spent at the North pardoned.
This may be done by the assertion of
and appreciation. I feel that we have among the various missionaries. She
8. Seasonal rules will be added as
the will, by not permitting exceptions
lost sight of that purpose in putting returned the following year having Dakota Epworth League' Institute' in
Valley City, N. D., where the group the situation and occasion demands. to enter into the schedule, and by de
so much stress upon inter-society ath witnessed for Jesus in five countries.
9. Men are not to use the East fire
letics and that Taylor students will Her thrilling story of God's ample came in contact with Over 600 young escape or the East door of Wisconsin veloping interest in a task by draw
people and were priviliged to do some
ing one's self into. it. Dean Howard
find more satisfaction without inter- provision for all her needs through
Dormitory
work both for the Lord afid Taylor.
"losed his talk with these words,
society athletics.—Mollie Bell.
faith is indeed a "modern miracle
(Signed) JUNIOR RULES COMM.
It
is
the
hope
of
the
team
that
a
"Give
me more interest in mv task."
account."
number of Christo Centric Gospel
I am heartily in favor of the new
"The world is my parish in prayer "
plan, but I can see that it will re says Miss Perry. "He has called me Teams will be formed for next sum
SANITARY BARBER SHOP
quire complete cooperation on the part to pray for missionaries and natives mer's vacation to carry the Beauty of
Respectfully Solicits Your
Jesus
and
the
name
of
Taylor
to
the
of every student. I feel that compe throughout the world. The Corre
Got Your Groceries And Meats
Business
tition is just as essential to athletics spondence Bible School makes the hundreds of young people who have
At The
Cleaning and Pressing
never heard of Taylor.
as gasoline is to a Ford. We must world my parish also."
Attractive Prices
. U. GROCERY
keep a friendly competition in our
First Door South of Drug Store
AND LUNCH ROOM
Miss Perry has organized the Ala
ERNEST WILKINS
athletics or they will not be success
bama Branch of the Biblical Research
ful. I am very enthusiastic over the
Society. The purpose of the society
outlook, for I feel sure that every stu
Continued from Page 1, Column 5
is to evangelize all Jewry in this gen
dent will be willing to do his part to
eration with the printed page. This Clubs to continue with out much in
ward the betterment of our athletic
PRESIDENTS AND DEPARTMENT HEADS
gives Miss Perry a share in another terruption, and, at the same time, per
problems. These are days of advance
THE LEADING UNIVERSITIES RECOMMEND
world
wide
campaign,
for
the
Jews
mit the two societies to build up a
ment at Taylor! Let each student push
forward to the goal of a stronger have been scattered to the earths re new interest in the other literary ac
motest bounds.
tivities. Plans are being made to have
body, a keener mind, and a more
Miss Perry is now making an ex semi-weekly meetings in which every
Christ-like life. It can be done if
everyone will play the Game squarely. tended tour of colleges in the inter member will be able to. do that/which
est of souls for His Kingdom.
he is most interested in.
—Blaine Bishop.
In all of the readjustments made
necessary by these changes a feeling
The best American dictionary that has yet appeared
for a college student to keep within arm's reach. What he
of unity and cooperation was evident
docs not find between its covers in relation to the general
use of words in speech or on printed pages will not be
at all times. It is the earnest ,d.esije
necessary to a liberal arts degree."—Orton Louey Direc
of every student that this same spirit
tor, Winter Institute of Literature, University of Miami.
best abridged dictlona-y b«oause it is bas« 1 on the
( The
may continue to be prevalent through
. supreme Authority"—Webster's New International Dictionary.
The Taylor Male Quartet composed th edge in telling them of Taylor's out the entire year and that this year,
1 0 6 , 0 0 0 e n t r c s including hundreds of n e w words, with defini
tions. s >eliiru'.L and correct use; a dictionary of Biography* a
G a z e t t e e r ; r u l e s of p u n c t u a t i o n ; u s e of c a p i t a l s , a b b r e v . a t i o n s ,
which has started out so well, may be
of Lauren York, bass; Ralph Long, beauty and general program.
etc.; a dictionary of foreign words and phrases. Many other
features of practical value. 1,268 pages. 1,700 illustrations.
one
of
the
best
in
the
history
of
the
baritone; "Bob" Titus, second tenor,
Taylor has gone through some diffi
See Tt At Tour Collego Bookstore or Write for Information to
the Publishers.
and "Bob" Dennis, first tenor, had a cult times it is true, but as a quar- school.
G. & C. MERRIAM CO.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. '
very profitable summer introducing ette, our faith in her has never wav
GETTING OUT A PAPER
Taylor to the youth of our land. The ered or been shaken; we feel that God
Getting out a paper is no picnici
quartette
travelled
approximately is doing miracles with her.
If we print jokes, folks say we are
7,500 miles and came into contact with
Students, we have a school which silly.
thousands of enthusiastic young peo
If we don't, they say we are too
will compare more than favorable with
ple eager for a college education.
serious.
- '
1
any of its size in this country. We
During our tour we could see a bright
If we publish original -matter, they
have a faculty that will stand firmly
outlook for a big year in as much as
say v/e like variety.
against any faculty of a similar school.
If we publish things from other
many young folks said to us, "I am
We have a leader, Dr. Robert Lee papers we are too lazy to write.
coming to Taylor this fall,' and many
If we stay on the job-we ought to
Stuart, in whom we can safely place
others said, "I am trying hard to find
a. ay 'i.~' ' •
our utmost confidence and feel sure be out rustlling news.
money so that I can come this fall."
If we are rustling news we are not
that he is doing his best to pilot our
Faces the futurgl believing in' the same God that made Wil
When we return to our beloved cam
attending to business in our depart
school through these tempestuous
liam Taylor a world-wide character. The William Taylov Founpus this September we are expecting
ment.
daion, which has recently incorporated, now hold title to the
hours. He has succeeded in the past,
Like as not some fellow will say we
to see scores of new faces in our
entire educational plant of Taylor University. The University
is succeeding now, and will succeed in swiped this from an exchange.
midst. These new faces will not ibe
will continue emphasizing the same policies which have given
We did.
the future if you and I lend our sup
the institution 87 years of glorious history.
ordinary but will consist of the cream
port in prayer and cooperation.
Taylor University is a regularly accredited college of Lib
of our land, coming out of the great
eral
Arts by the State Board of Education of Indiana, and work
gJMISiaEEMMISMISiaiSEISISiSMMEISrarSMg
New students, we extend to you a
Epworth League institutes of the
done here will receive credit in the great institutions of America.
mid-West and from some of our most hearty welcome as you become
If you are happy in the choice of your college, send special word
T R Y OUR SPECIAL
choicest homes. With a group of that a member of our Taylor family in
home immediately to some friend inviting him to make Taylor
CAKES AND PASTRIES
his choice.
FOR YOUR PARTIES
calibre entering Taylor and becoming pursuance of your college career and

Society Changes

WEBSTER'S
COLLEGIATE

Male Quartette Testifies to Successful
Summer Representing Taylor University

Upland, Indiana

Students

the nucleus of our student body for assure you of our undivided assistance
this year, it is impossible to have any in making your adjustment to the new
thing but a good year.

environment.

We know you will fit

As a quartette of four consecrated into the school grogram perfectly and
lives we have done our best to portray may a glorious and successful school
Taylor in all her different phases and year be yours.
we feel confident that our new stu
dents will realize that we just touched

"BOB" DENNIS,
Mgr. T. U. Quartette.

Upland Baking Co.

]ilSI5I5I3IBISI51BM3MSE131S!SI3I3!SMISI3®Bii
THE

PIONEER DRUG
STORE

TOASTED SANDWICHES

ROBERT LEE STUART
President
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BASE BALL

BASKET BALL

Friday, October 6, 1933

THE ECHO

TENNIS
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1933-1934

New Students Team
Bill Smith Creates
Wins 7-5 Victory
Enthusiasm In Fall

Pogue's Interview
Continued from Philo Standard

Future Philo Plans

College Seizes 4-2
Victory From Upland

Continued from Philo Standard
have been transferred to another de
partment? Are the societies going to
die?" No! Emphatically no! We
are going to be more alive than ever
before. In years past the life of the
societies has been competition. We
expect it and we are glad for it. A
goal is not worth striving for unless
it has to be gained Iby overcoming re
sistance This competition is not go
ing to be -met only in our sister so
ciety, the Thalos, but also within our
own contituency. There is much to
be gained through literary activity and
we will have just that in our society
this year. We are going to sing and
yell and play, and at the same time
have the enjoyment of belonging to
a real worthwhile organization in the
Philalethean Literary Society.

own stock of poems."
In a battle of pitchers Taylor man
"Now, Prof, can you tell us some
For the first time in five years the
Baseball PfaCtlCC
aged
to push over enough runs to de
thing
of
what
the
literary
societies
New Student Team won a victory over
One of the outstanding improve were like when you were a member? feat the aggregation from Upland
the Old Students in their Annual Bat
tle on the first Saturday of the New ments seen in the Athletic Department Did you indulge much in athletics, or last Saturday by the score of 4 to 2.
Year. The game although loosely this year has been the new spirit of did you go in more for the literary Smith had by far the upper hand in
the pitching duel since only two hits
side of the thing?"
played in spots, was one of the best
enthusiasm in baseball. Bill Smith,
were
registered against him and he
Reminiscences!
What
man
will
not
that has been played here in several
years. It seems that the new stu brother of Rev. P. B. Smith, an alum warm to the conversation when he can struck out twenty men.
Barry Hunter showed the crowd
dents have not won since the year that nus of Taylor, has enrolled as a hark back to his happy college days?
"No," thoughtfully, "we didn't have what he could do when he got hold
Cleo Skelton, well known ball player Freshman this year and is working
at Taylor, came as a new student, and as an assistant in the Physical Edu much athletics in the society back of one and knocked it over the center
field track for a home run. This open
it was largely through the work of cation Department. He has been do there."
"Fine!" we exclaimed, "You know ed the scoring and Taylor was never
two of his boys from his church ing a great piece of work with the
Steedman and Hammond, that the new baseball squad. Because of the heavy we have dispensed with athletics en headed the rest of the game.
Piney Hayes, the opposing pitcher,
students won this year.
work that Coach Cornwell has the tirely in the societies this year. And
The game went into the third be baseball workouts have been turned we will have regular closed meetings was also in good form and the Taylor
boys had some difficulty in getting
fore either side scored. In this inn over to Smith and he has done much every other Saturday night."
You must know Prof personally to to him for many hits. He was taken
ing Haines walked, Lynn singled, toward the developing of what seems
Jerome struck out and then Steel to be two fairly good teams. Smith appreciate the emphasis he put into out for a pinch hitter in the seventh
on the pitcher's
knocked in the first run of the game, has been playing a lot of ball in and these next few words: "You have? and Bush finished
to be followed by two more in this since going to high school, having Now, that is a wonderful improve mound for the visitors.
The infield play of both teams was
same inning. The old students retal pitched some exhibition games against ment. Now the societies will be lit
Continued from Philo Standard
iated somewhat. Tennant singled major league teams this last summer, erary again. Why, back there—(and rather loose and several costly errors
stole second and came home on Gates' and has been very successful. The did we listen)—'back there each so caused scores where they might have
In the last scene Mary returns, a
double, the first of his three hits and fellows out for the teams have enjoy ciety gave a program every week, al been avoided. Nevertheless we have year later, to the home of Larry Mana walk in four times at bat. Miller ed his fine
sportsmanship and the ternating between Friday and Satur the material for a good ball club and net, early one morning. She is in rid
hit and also scored in this inning and ability that he has shown in coaching. day nights. We gave original ora with airtight support behind the ing habit and is out for an outing.
the score was three to three. Miller,
Each night the men have worked tions, book reviews, essays, short pitching the boys from Taylor will go Larry attempts to tell her all that he
of the new students, walked in the out and games are played about two stories, and even some of the best places.
owes to her for changing his life and
The outfield performed perfectly that he has at last realized the mean
next inning and scored entirely by nights a week. On Saturday, usually, English essays! We had extempor
overthrows by Cookingham the catch a game is scheduled with an outside aneous speaking, and some impromptu Lhroughout the game since no balls ing of the words: "Not the sunset but
er of the old student team, who seem team and Taylor's Team is showing speeches. And then, after the program came their way to even make them i the dawn."
ed to have a "tough luck" day. From up good, having won a good game last was over, the members stayed for a move. We have a good hard-hitting
The entire play was beautified by
that time on the New Student Team Saturday from a picked aggregation closed meeting, to transact business outfield and they are plenty able to the technic of lighting, this being poslead, never to be headed.
from Upland. The fine
ability of and have a parliamentary drill. Oh, cover a lot of territory. Wilson, in sible through the work of Mr. Titus,
Gates with a perfect day at bat, Freshmen has been seen, since they we had loads of parliamentary drill! the catching department is just what | Mr. York is to be congratulated on
Miller with 500 percent and Shields won the two annual Old-New student
"Yes, we did have debate clubs. we need and he will be a valuable man 1 this successful production.
seemed best for the Old Gang. : games and showed their superiority in They met on Saturday nights before to the team.
When we have good exciting games
"Goldie" pitched a good game being a very surprising manner. The plans the society program."
Drowning Man—"Drop me a line."
nicked for only four hits, but held of the fall are to practice as late as
"But didn't you have any athletics like these out here, why not come out
Funny Man—"What for, there is
down by errors. Lewis and Miller possible in order to be in good shape at all?"
and support your team. There is no postoffice where you're going."
also pitched one inning each, the lat to start the regular Spring schedule
"Oh, yes, we played club and so nothing like a lot of good old School
ter working the last inning and pitch when that time comes. The following ciety baseball and basketball a little; Spirit and we could use a lot of it. A
ing hitless ball.
men have reported for practice: Mil most of these games were played on new day is cming for Taylor, in more
Summary:
ler '36, Cookingham '36, Gates '34, Saturday mornings, We had almost i ways than one, so those of you who
AB R H E Goldenbogen '36, Lewis '35, Boyd '34; no night games.
are interested in sports and a real athOld Students
2 3 0 Pascoe '35, Shields '34, Tennant '36,
3
Gates, lb
I certainly am happy about this | letic program get in and do your part
0 0 2
_ _ 4
Goldenbogen, p
Stokes '36, Campbell '35, Jerome '37, change in athletics, though. And, far *n keeping things going,
.. 4 1 2 1 Steel '37, Holder '37, Hammond '37, from dying out, your societies will
Miller, 3b, p
0 0 b
3
Cookingham, c
Hunter '37, Steedman '37, Haynes '37, grow in interest and membership. Put
0 1 0
3
Lewis, ss, p — —
Stuart '35, Miller '37, Lynn '37, Wil my OK on that 100 percent.
0 0 0
3
Bovd, If
"Alright, Prof, thanks a lot."
son '37, Lautsanlager '37, Smith '37.
C. E. POORMAN, Mgr.
4 12 0
Pascoe, cf __ — — . ..
1
1
1
__
3
Shields, rf
INSURANCE—NEWS STAND
0 2 1
4
Tennant, 2b
1 0 0 0
Stokes, rf
—
1 0 0 0
Campbell, 2b
DENTIST
FINE SHOE REPAIRING
10
5
11
___
33
Totals
Best Materials
AB R H E
New Students
X-RAY
BEN
BRADFORD
Sox
and
Cubs.
The
writers
countered
Not
only
boxing
fans
but
followers
1
0 0
4
Jerome, lib - —
Office over the Bank
Upland,
Indiana.
lb,y
naming
Eddie
Munzel
and
Herb
of
all
athletics
here
today
were
21 0
4
Steel, ss, c
Phone 331
Upland, Ind.
3 1 1 1 grieved to hear that Willie Striblinig, Simons, sports writers. The writers
Holder, p
will ask Landis to rescind his selec
4 11 0
Hammond, c
— __
tions. If he fails the writers will
3 11 0
Hunter, 3b
abide only by the decisions of their
tion
of
his
left
foot,
a
fractured
hip
WOOLARD'S SANITARY
2
1
0
3
Steedman, 2b —
BARBER SHOP
and probably a crushed pelvis when appointees.
0
0
0
2
The
Bookstore
Invites
the
pat
Haines, If
—
Nice
Line of Toilet Articles
he
was
struck
by
an
auto
while
riding
1 10 0
ronage of all the new and old
Miller, rf
And Barber Supplies
on his motorcycle near Macon.
He
Notre
Dame
—
Notre
Dame
will
0
0
0
.
..
1
students and wishes for them
Wilson ,ss
First Door North of Myer's Gro.
0 0 0 was enroute from a golf course to save its new variations of offensive
2
a successful year.
Lynn
visit his wife and their third baby at formations for the contest with Pitts
_ .
27 7 4 4 a Macon hospital. The injuries sus burgh here Oct. 28, Coach Heartly An
Peter Pascoe, Mgr.
Totals
derson said recently. Unless the Irish
003 111 1--7 tained later resulted in his death.
New Students
are hard pressed before then Ander
003 001 1--5
Old Students - . _
Detroit—Bucky Harris' name today son said he would keep the new plays
was added to the list of American under wraps.
Leaguers who select the New York
New York—Babe Ruth was happy
Giants to beat the Washington Sena
Continued from Philo Standard
when the great New York Yankee
tors in the World's series.
Always Good Food At Dan's
Harris recently resigned pilot of slugger proved he was still a pitcher
about these offices, but only wish to
UPLAND REGAL STORE
be able to fill these positions more I the Detroit Tigers and manager of the before 25,000 fans in the last game
MEALS — SHORT ORDERS
Groceries, Meats and Produce
ability and Senators team which beat the Giants of the season between the Yanks and
successfully, The fine
We Do Not Sell Tobacco
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
sportsmanship of the sister society in the 1924 series, favors the New the Red Sox. The Yanks won the
L. E. HIATT, Prop.
make it imperative that the Philos Yorkers because of their superior game by a score of 6 to 5.
Phone 61
Ruth pitched nine full innings, com
always be on "their feet" in order to pitching.
"Superior pitching of the Giants pleting his twentieth year of baseball
serve the school in its own share.
While the Philos look upon this will turn the trick," he said. "In a as he started—a pitcher. Babe al
fine record with pride they also feel short series it is pitching which counts lowed 12 hits and fanned no one, but
the weight of responsibility which is and the Giants have it. The only he shut out his rivals in seven innings
thus placed upon them. This year place where the Giants are weaker and aided himself with a home run,
SUITS AND DRESSES — 75c
his thirty-fourth of the season.
these "Lovers of Truth" seek not only than the Senators is at third base."
Service Monday and Thursday
to be loyal Philos, but in all of the
A barber was shaving a new cus
Mr. Landis -may run organized base
school life to be true followers of the
WORK GUARANTEED
ball but he cannot run the baseball tomer. "Haven't I shaved you before,
"Taylor Spirit."
writers was the outspoken opinion of sir?" said he. "No," said the cus
the Chicago chapter of the National tomer, "I got those scars in France."
ART OF DISAPPEARANCE
MARION, IND.
"How did you learn to stay so long Baseball Writers Association. It ap
S
H
I
E
L
D
S
T R I C K E T T
B O Y D
"Now, son, do you know what I hit
pears Landis named James Cruisenunder water?"
you
for?"
"I spent last summer at the same bery and Harry Neily as official
"Gee, Dad, don't you know either?"
beach with one of my worst creditors." scorers for the city series between the
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